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2011 At a glance

			Strategic: We remained true to our
		 strategic choices. Despite a challenging
		 financial environment our work reached
		 local, national and international audiences.
Effective: Our rate of programme implementation
has increased by 41% over 2010 in terms of
resources expended; many of our programmes
achieved 100% implementation in relation to plan.
		
		
		
		

Innovative: We’ve embraced web 2.0 technology
and raised our social media profile. We encouraged
our partners to innovate and to push the boundaries
to achieve their aims.

			Professional: We now have a highly
		 skilled and professional staff body;
		 the result is a more responsive and
		 efficient organisation.
Partnership: The number and quality of our partnerships
has increased and become more diverse. We achieved our aim
of greater participation in the wider Panos Network through
programme work and by the PIWA director becoming chair
of the executive committee of the Panos Council.
			Impact: We are better at measuring our impact.
		 We are more rigorous at monitoring and evaluating
		 our work. We know that citizens’ voices are now
		 more clearly heard within the media and that media
		 content is of a higher quality.
Panos Institute West Africa
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2011 At a glance

Where we worked
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PIWA broadens the debate on three major themes in 2011
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Women’s voices: We challenged journalists
to think about how women were portrayed
in the media, and what role they had in the
newsroom. Editors, media executives, lawyers
and journalists quickly realised that they used
stereotypes when writing about women and
thinking about women as colleagues. We trained
media teams in Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso
in women’s rights and family law, then they
used oral testimony to give voice to women’s
concerns in 66 productions.
Exposing poor practice in resource
management: our local radio partners had
something of an exclusive when they broadcast
a story about proposed land sales to the biofuel
business in Fanaye district, Senegal. Working
with a national media partner and radio listening
clubs, the story reached a wider audience and
before we knew it, high level representatives
of the government were involved. This isn’t
the first time and it won’t be the last that
communities have been affected by big business
or the mining industry; you can read how we
helped the media to write the story.

1 Benin
2 Burkina Faso
3 Ghana
4 Ivory Coast
5 Mali
6 Mauritania
7 Niger
8 Nigeria
9 Senegal
10 Uganda
(with Panos
Eastern Africa)
11 Zambia
(with Panos
Southern Africa)
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Hearing from migrants: It’s a big issue in
our region and yet we don’t really know enough
about migrants’ concerns. We may think we
do, but the press and radio often resort to using
stories from northern agencies or produce their
own cliches. PIWA has gone some way to
redress the balance in 2011. Through our project
Without papers, without clichés, free voices,
we’ve analysed coverage of migration in the
media, encouraged journalists in the region to
work together and share content. We’ve trained
community radio staff to use oral testimony so
that migrant voices can be heard.
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2011 In numbers

		
14 workshops of which
		
9 were advocacy and awareness-raising
		seminars and meetings, especially on women
		and media, migration issues and climate
		change. They brought together a total of
300 participants in
5 countries
		 41 training workshops in communication,
		production and media content, involving
615 participants of which
449 were from media outlets
		 231 media outlets, including
174 community radio stations in
7 countries, involved in production,
		broadcasting and information exchange
		on democracy and development
1,016 radio programmes:
70% of which were produced by local radio stations
		in local languages (Wolof, Fulani, Mandinka,
		Haoussa, Djerma and Zoorma).
		 86% of our activities evaluated,
		administering data collected from
3,500 questionnaires, using
68 specially produced tools.
Panos Institute West Africa
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2011 The context
The Arab Spring – the potential
of social media as an accelerator
of change
Events in the Middle East,
particularly in Tunisia, highlighted
the power of new media to
galvanise and inform populations,
spurring them on to seek change.
Information sharing by citizens
through live blogging, twitter
and Facebook, mobilised
the masses and empowered
social movements.

Our response
We resolved to document the
use of new media in Senegal
and use the results to inform
our future programme strategy.
We tested new media in a key
piece of work – Flamme d’Afrique –
by introducing live blogging and
a twitter feed.
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Figure 3
Comparison of women’s participation
from operations between 2010 and 2011
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Articulating African concerns
for a just world within
the international political
and social agenda
The global agenda was rich
in opportunities for civil society
movements and the media to
voice their concerns for a fairer
and more just world.
Our response

The governance and
participation deficit
A lack of transparency and
poor participation of citizens,
particularly women, in public
management is a continuing
concern for our region. Without
stronger participation, social
policies will not reflect the needs
and desires of the population.

We took teams of journalists
to cover the World Social Forum,
the India-Africa Summit in
Ethiopia, the Euro-African summit
on migration and the 17th
Conference on Climate Change in
South Africa for Flamme d’Afrique.

2011

Our response
We set up a new project with the
aim of strengthening transparency
in public resource management.
Phase 1 commenced in the
Matam and St Louis regions of
Senegal with astonishing results
(see page 13 ).
We launched a new multicountry project in Mali, Burkina
Faso and Niger, with the aim
of strengthening the role and
representation of women in
the media, and support creation
of radio content to give greater
prominence to women’s voices
and concerns.
We focused the final year of
our media and communication
with civil society organisations
programme in Mali on debates
around the strategic growth
framework and poverty reduction.

We created our own opportunities
by organising a series of debates
on issues relating to migration,
relations with emerging countries,
and climate change.
We set up a project – Without
papers, without clichés, free
voices – to raise awareness
of migration issues, which quickly
achieved a high regional profile
(see page 10).
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2011 The context

Strengthening the media as
agents of social change
We are still striving to promote
media which are more aware
of their public responsibilities and
the potential of the position they
hold in society. To support this, we
are working to create an enabling
legal environment in countries
where that does not exist.

Figure 4
Distribution
by objective
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Our response
We launched a Pan-African
radio platform in Senegal, Ghana,
Uganda and Zambia in partnership
with Panos Eastern Africa and
Panos Southern Africa. We want
to encourage development and
cooperation between radio
stations, development partners
and support organisations
and build the capacity of radio
stations to produce and exchange
high quality content with
their audiences.
We supported lobbying activities
to strengthen the position
of community radio stations
in Nigeria.

7%
English
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2011 What we achieved
Establishing public debate and
opening up spaces for dialogue
to ensure the democratisation
of communication
Our aim: to establish forums for
political dialogue and involve citizens
in public debate

‘Yesterday [20 April] the health
minister stated on TV news
that a cardiologist had been
assigned to the regional hospital
in Kolda. He also confirmed the
deployment of 14 district nurses
to the region, and an ambulance
for the department of Medina
Yoro Foulah.’
Extract from a letter from Radio Tewdu FM
journalist, Ibrahima Diao, following the
April forum at which, among other things,
the problem of insufficient health infrastructure
and lack of action on the part of the authorities
to resolve this was discussed.

In Kolda, Senegal, it is now routine for citizens to question policymakers
zz
and engage in critical debate. Elected officials and public leaders regularly
consult citizens and account for what they have achieved on their behalf.
This level of exchange and accountability is sparking interest nationally,
prompted by PIWA, local media such as koldanews.com and by citizens
themselves. The initiative has been adapted successfully in two other
regions in Senegal.
In Nigeria, radio professionals, regulatory bodies and civil society
zz
organisations are now more knowledgeable about setting up community
radio stations, their responsibilities to the public, and the legal and
regulatory frameworks governing community radio stations.
In Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso, editorial chiefs, journalists and sponsors
zz
are more alive to their responsibilities to promote gender equality and
stop the use of sexist stereotypes in their portrayal of women in the media.
They also agreed to overcome barriers to promoting women working in
the media profession.

Improving accountability and engagement of elected representatives
Kolda was a focus for our work in 2010 and this continued in 2011
with PIWA organising public meetings and supporting local radio
to produce magazine programmes linked to the parliamentary
budget session in Dakar. Before this, local politicians had been largely
invisible, slow to interact with their constituents and report back
on parliamentary activities.

Panos Institute West Africa
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What we achieved Establishing public debate and opening up spaces for dialogue to ensure the democratisation of communication

Meetings in March and April 2011 brought politicians, community
representatives and journalists together to exchange opinions
on the principal challenges to managing public resources in the
region, how the region was represented in Dakar, and to assess media
coverage. Listeners to six radio stations could phone in or text their
views to a studio debate.
The way politicians represented their constituents during
parliamentary budgeting sessions was scrutinised on a daily basis
by the media. This scrutiny and the new opportunity to engage
with constituents was welcomed by regional politicians, with several
participating in the meetings via Skype. Senator Souleymane Barry
was one of several who believed that they were able to do their
job better and more efficiently; they found it motivating to have
media coverage of their work and it was an incentive to speak
up more boldly, backed by first-hand information, for the needs
of people in Kolda.

8
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Combating negative portrayals of women and the position of women
in the media
Project involved
Analysis of coverage in
zz
11 newspapers in Mali,
14 in Burkina Faso,
12 in Niger
Study of women working
zz
in the media covered
22 news outlets in Burkina Faso,
36 in Mali and
30 in Niger
96 participants in
zz
3 workshops organised in the
3 countries.

An analysis of newspapers in Mali, Burkina Faso and Niger revealed
either the absence of women and women’s issues or women presented
in a stereotypical way. At best they were portrayed as housewives;
at worst, victims or objects of fantasy. They were rarely depicted
as key figures in public life on a par with men, even when in positions
of authority.
Participation in PIWA workshops made editors and journalists realise
that at the moment, nothing short of specific editorial policies that
promote gender equality and coverage of gender issues are needed
to improve how women are represented in media.
Similarly, PIWA led debates on how women could be more visible in
the media profession itself. A study in the three countries showed very
few women in positions of responsibility.
Journalists taking part undertook to change their practice in relation
zz
to recruiting and supporting women and to organise a self-assessment
or ‘peer audit’ of internal practices
Women professionals resolved to continue lobbying on the issue and
zz
take ownership of gender and equality issues.
Collaborations are now taking place at the national level. In Mali,
zz
proposals to strengthen the association of women media professionals
(APAC) are being considered and Women in Law and Development
in Africa (WILDAF Mali) is providing support and documentary sources
for the production of balanced information on gender issues.

Panos Institute West Africa
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What we achieved Establishing public debate and opening up spaces for dialogue to ensure the democratisation of communication

‘We usually see [migrants]
portrayed only in the most
utilitarian, subaltern and reductive
way. The Malian never quits his
role as a vendor frequenting
Dakar train station. The Senegalese
is always stuck behind a sewing
machine in a poor neighbourhood
in Bamako or to be found trudging
the streets of the Malian capital
selling trinkets. The Mauritanian
remains confined behind his
shop counter.’
Extract from the monitoring study

Without papers, without clichés, free voices: migration in the media
Study covered
9 national newspapers including
zz
the government newspaper
in Senegal
12 radio stations, of whom
zz
almost are located in areas of
high emigration
5 TV stations
zz
74 people interviewed
zz

Poor quality journalism was also perceived as a problem when covering
migration issues in Senegal, Mali and Mauritania, following a study
in the three countries. Again, stereotyping of migrants and negative
portrayals hampered an objective approach. Analysis of coverage
found that the media covered complex issues in very little detail and
regularly reproduced Northern news agency material, which can be
condescending, negative and paternalistic.
Over 100 journalists, NGO representatives and migrants themselves
attended a PIWA event where the study results formed the basis
for discussion.
Migration was the subject of a rich debate at the World Social Forum
in February 2011 between journalists, NGO representatives working with
migrants and activists such as the ‘Ministry for the regularisation of all
the undocumented’. Participants strongly criticised how migrants were
stigmatised in the media and urged that alternative media be developed
to change perceptions by hearing the voices of migrants themselves.
Coming up in 2012: Migrants in the media and the media as seen by
migrants – a report highlighting the outcomes of the project aiming to
encourage greater media pluralism and better reporting on diversity.

10
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The Euro-African Summit on Migration and Development
November 2011
The preparation for this summit started early with a total of seven print,
radio and TV journalists and six CESTI students attending a training
workshop on the migration issues that would be covered at the meeting.
As a result all participating journalists were able to report the summit
from a more informed base, prioritising the accounts of migrants in their
coverage and providing an alternative view to the mainstream as a result.
Coverage of the summit included:
25 print articles
zz
Cover it live blog traced citizen mobilisation activities
zz
10 video interviews
zz
8 video reports
zz
11 radio reports
zz
1 TV report
zz
A multi-media platform dedicated to the summit.
zz

Panos Institute West Africa
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2011 What we achieved
Contributing towards production,
broadcasting and accessibility
of information conducive to
social change
Our aim: to support the production
of top quality media content

We rolled out 44 campaigns in
2011, compared with 33 in 2010.

Local and national media work together to stir up the public resource
management debate in Senegal

131 press articles, 1016 radio pieces,
182 multimedia products.

In 2011 we achieved a higher volume of media productions than
we expected, largely due to our highly fruitful presence at international
events such as the World Social Forum. Media campaigns were shorter,
but tightly managed, resulting in more content.

344 products in French, 725 in local
languages from West Africa such as
Wolof, Bambara, Haussa and Fulani
but also Swahili and Arabic.

12

We brought local and national media together to work on major issues
around land and resource management and resource management,
successfully incorporating the voices of local people affected by events,
reinforcing government responsibility and the need to be transparent
in decision-making.
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‘PIWA has just completed a major
work of advocacy … The pretext
for this was certainly the case
of phosphate mining in Matam,
but the results benefited the entire
mining sector. The methodology
was excellent … the mission was
fruitful. What was interesting
was the reaction of policymakers …
Never has a press campaign on
the mining industry triggered such
a large response by the authorities.’
Aly Sagne of Light Synergy for Development,
a non-governmental organisation

Panos Institute West Africa

Our journalists covered mining of phosphates in the Matam region,
public procurement in St Louis, and exposed a land-grabbing scandal
in Fanaye district. At all times they reported the facts, interviewing
company executives, local authority staff and regional councillors, as
well as village chiefs, civil society organisations and ‘ordinary’ citizens.
In Matam the reports, published in August and September 2011,
highlighted the unfair distribution of revenue and the environmental
risks of phosphate mining for residents. These were followed by highly
effective interactive debates between radio listening clubs and the
radio stations, broadcasts which challenged local officials and made
it clear what difficulties local people were facing.
On 31 October, the minister for mining spoke publicly to reaffirm that
local communities close to the mines should be the first to benefit from
their operation. Shortly afterwards it was announced that all mining
operations would be preceded by an impact study.

2011 Activity Report
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What we achieved Contributing towards production, broadcasting and accessibility of information conducive to social change

Breaking the story about land grabbing in Fanaye
Sedor FM in the St Louis region of Senegal was the first radio station
to broadcast the story of land problems in Mbane and Fanaye. The report
was picked up by the daily newspaper Wal Fadjri, which published a story
in August 2011 drawing attention to the allocation of 20,000 hectares
of land to an Italian company for biofuel production. This provoked local
civil society organisations to engage with community leaders. In October,
the Senagalese president called for the suspension of the sales decision and
commissioned an enquiry. Collaboration between local and national media
over the campaign, prompted by PIWA, had achieved a rethink.

‘The programme excellently
summarised the actions
undertaken under the SFGPR
in Yanfolila district. Backed
by figures, it informed us about
successful actions undertaken
and above all, pinpointed
weaknesses in different areas.’
Comment in evaluation report on
Radio Wassoulou’s SFGPR broadcast.

Citizens say what they think about progress of government
investment strategy
This was a three-month campaign working with local and national
media to engage citizens in an evaluation of the strategic framework
for growth and poverty reduction (SFGPR) in Mali.
Ten radio stations and six press outlets broadcast 40 radio debates
and 22 press articles about specific projects relating to sanitation,
infrastructure, health and education. Radio listening clubs contributed
to the campaign as public officials accounted for the results of the
investment strategy.
Three radio stations: Radio Yeelen, Raadio Kenedougou and Radio
Belekan, and three media outlets; New Republic, Scorpion and Proces
Verbal produced outstanding work.
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Raising the profile of African issues
Our Flamme d’Afrique group of journalists surpassed all expectations
to cover four international summits, in the process raising the profile
of African perspectives on the issues under discussion.
The World Social Forum in Dakar
6–11 February 2011
The team
23 journalists and technicians
zz
12 student journalists from
zz
CESTI Dakar
10 countries represented
zz
Content produced in nine
zz
languages.
Result
Six issues of Flamme d’Afrique
zz
produced; 25,000 distributed daily
as a supplement to Le Quotidien
and 10,000 each day at the
summit itself.
123 radio shows broadcast in
zz
seven languages.
Testing the power of new
media with CESTI
PIWA’s desire to innovate and
test the impact of new media led
to a collaboration with the Centre
for Science and Information
Technologies (CESTI). We wanted
to create a buzz around these
international summits and reach
an even wider audience. From
the live blogging at the World Social
Forum, to Facebook and Twitter,
we raised our profile, published
up-to-the-minute reactions and
created a truly interactive platform
from which a bigger audience than
ever was able to hear about what
their government representatives
were discussing on their behalf.

Panos Institute West Africa

Cover it live – a live blog run by
zz
CESTI students
30 videos uploaded to YouTube.
zz
www.youtube.com/results?search_
query=panosao
Issues covered included women’s rights and gender equality,
migration with a focus on the migrants held at Goree Island, and
relations between Africa and emerging economies.

2011 Activity Report
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What we achieved Contributing towards production, broadcasting and accessibility of information conducive to social change

India-Africa Summit in Addis Ababa
20–25 May 2011
The team
10 print media journalists from
zz
seven countries working in French
and English.
Result
43 articles
zz
Three issues of Flamme d’Afrique
zz
Four issues of African Beats
zz
newsletter distributed
through PIWA
Articles published in journalists’
zz
own newspapers.
The Flamme d’Afrique journalists were virtually the only African media
representatives, apart from journalists accompanying government
delegations; there was a marked absence of African civil society
organisations. Never was the value of an alternative information
provider felt more strongly.
PIWA worked in collaboration with rDNA/Highway Africa, Panos
Institute Eastern Africa, and the Fahamu initiative Emerging Powers
in Africa programme.
Euro-African summit on migration
and development in Dakar
23 November 2011
The team
14 journalists including six
zz
student journalists from CESTI
Result
36 articles and radio shows
zz
20 reports and video testimonies
zz
a live blogging session
zz
80 tweets and 160 retweets,
zz
taken up by other websites such
as Kebetu and CIV2010 with
over 100,000 reposts.
The Flame of Africa team reported the views of migrants – voices often
not heard – and challenged the political agenda of the summit.
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‘I look back at the year 2011 and
I wonder how different it would
have been for me but for the
opportunities you gave me to
perform as a journalist … Some
of my key activities last year were
programs like the World Social
Forum, the India-Africa Forum
Summit in Ethiopia and the Climate
Change Conference in Durban.
As a result of these programs, I was
able to identify new issues that are
today the focus of my journalism …
the World Social Forum helped me
discover the Emerging Countries
as niche reporting… Through
networks built at the [climate
change conference], I am familiar
with the major climate change
problems across West Africa and
the grave impacts on development,
peace and conflict … By God’s
grace, I will be able to build an
impressive team of young reporters
to do development journalism,
not only in Nigeria but to also
mentor and collaborate with fellow
journalists in nearby countries.’
Extract from an email sent to PIWA by
award-winning journalist Emmanuel Mayah
who was part of the Flame of Africa journalism
team in 2011.

Panos Institute West Africa

UN Conference on Climate Change
in Durban
28 November–10 December 2011
The team
Six print and multimedia journalists
zz
from five countries in collaboration
with rDNA
Result
51 pieces produced and broadcast
zz
Six issues of Flamme d’Afrique
zz
Seven issues of African Beats
zz
15 videos uploaded to YouTube and
zz
more than 60 tweets
Articles published in journalists’
zz
own newspapers.
Citizens are concerned about climate change, how it will affect them
and how their governments are responding to the challenge in terms
of policies to mitigate its impact and be able to adapt. But without
a reliable source of information about what their governments are
doing, they are unable to play their part in deciding on the best course
of action. At the heart of the Flamme d’Afrique team’s work was a desire
to change this, share information with citizens and give them the
means to participate.
To see all media outputs, go to panos-multimedia.org and
http://flamme.panos-ao.org

2011 Activity Report
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What we achieved Contributing towards production, broadcasting and accessibility of information conducive to social change

‘I was convinced that no-one was
without a voice but now I see that
many people are and that in fact
they are all around me.’
Talla Dieng, director of radio station Penc Mi

A total of 109 programme reruns
accompanied by discussions on
migrants’ issues were broadcast.

‘The Without papers, without
clichés, free voices project … has
been a real success with the public
[…]. The target audience found
the topics extremely interesting
(e.g. the feminisation of migration
and the Barca Barza phenomenon).
During the broadcasts, the public
participated in live debates by
telephone with some offering their
own testimonies ... The public’s
interest prompted us to rerun all the
programs and establish a monthly
flagship show on emigration.’
Nouha Badji from Rail Bi FM

The power of oral testimony in community radio
There is no better way to hear citizen’s voices, especially those of people
who live at the edge of society, than by using oral testimony. PIWA
worked with civil society organisations and radio presenters to identify
communities to be interviewed in 2011 and in so doing, enriched
programme making and highlighted many important topics.
Access to land, land tenure issues relating to agribusiness in the
Senegal River Valley, the impact of phosphate mining in the Matam
region and the management of fishing resources in St Louis were
all covered in 36 programmes broadcast by six radio stations in Senegal
between May and July 2011.
Migration and migrants issues were given centre stage in a campaign
run by radio stations in Senegal, Mauritania and Mali. The campaign was
part of the PIWA project Without papers, without clichés, free voices.
The difficulties associated with the decision to migrate, the risks
of illegal immigration and the challenge of reintegrating into the
community were all covered, with the 12 best programmes rebroadcast
and accompanied by debates on nine radio stations on the Jamana
network and on Kayes rural radio.

Illegal immigration: denial of death by the families of the missing
Rail Bi FM, in collaboration with the
Thiaroye Association for Repatriated
and Missing Persons, broadcast
a programme on 7 July 2011 based
on the testimonies of migrants,
placing a spotlight on the need
for assistance in finding missing
persons, support for their families, and a request for the
establishment of an official DNA identification system.
The programme, called Illegal immigration: the denial
of death by the families of the missing, drew attention to
the association and the Thiaroye community – a district
on the outskirts of Dakar.
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Following the broadcast, the Senegal president was
immediately in touch with the association and requested
a meeting. In November, representatives met President
Abdoulaye Wade to voice their concerns and said what
they thought was needed to improve the situation of
migrants and their families.
Radio Rail Bi now broadcasts regularly on migration
issues, opening up the airwaves after each programme
for listeners to offer their views. It has used oral
testimonies to give migrants a wider platform, which has
sparked great interest, even causing some programmes
to overrun because of the queue of people waiting
to contribute.
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2011 What we achieved
Capacity building and training
members of the media and
civil society
Our aim: to strengthen the capacities
of stakeholders of social change

134 civil society organisations and
zz
journalists trained in the citizen
radio approach
In Mali, radio listening clubs
zz
campaign in partnership with Sos
Civisme, DEMESO and ADAF Galle,
resulted in 98 broadcasts on topics
ranging from girls’ education,
access to water, market gardening
and the burden of household tasks
placed on rural women
Mentoring used for the first time as
zz
a training methodology
Innovative methodology on
zz
investigative journalism has been
experimented for the first time
Pan-African radio platform set up
zz
to enable content and skills sharing

At the heart of good journalism are skilled and knowledgeable
journalists and PIWA’s aim with this strategic objective is to increase
the number of journalists who are technically competent and
confident at using an investigative approach to their work.
Investigative journalism
In 2011 we ran regular training workshops to cover thematic issues
such as governance and development. Twelve mainstream radio
journalists were trained and six further journalists received specific
support to investigate resource management practices in Senegal.
We focused on the basic methodology – drafting a table of hypothetical
ideas for research, listing sources, how to angle the story and verifying
information. For the first time, we used mentors as an additional
training resource.
Sixteen print media reports on public resource management by
staff from Le Quotidien, Le Populaire and Wal Fadjri were published.
Oxy Jeunes FM and Convergence FM broadcast 12 radio pieces
between them.

In two regions of Senegal (Saint Louis
zz
and Matam) 24 citizen radio clubs
have been set up in partnership
with local non-state actors and the
local observatory on human rights
and good governance. The result
has been 72 radio debates covering
the mining industry, access to
land, budgetary follow-up and
fisheries management

Panos Institute West Africa

2011 Activity Report
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What we achieved Capacity building and training members of the media and civil society

Using mentoring in a new approach to building media capacity
Between 1–3 June we held a workshop in Dakar around the techniques
and skills associated with investigative journalism. For the first time, a mentor
accompanied each of the seven journalists – usually a more senior news
journalist or their editor – and in turn, this mentor was assessed by an
external peer. The entire news team was engaged in how to put together
a rigorous investigation. Specialists in particular themes supervised the work
and commented on the resulting journalistic analysis. By validating every
stage of the process, the end report was of a high standard and on its way
to publication.

‘If only I’d known about oral
testimonies before!’
Daniel Dembele, participant at
a training session in Bamako, Mali

Any media piece has greater validity if it includes the voices and
opinions of ‘ordinary’ people affected by an issue, be it mining,
agribusiness or migration. We organised seven oral testimony training
workshops in Mali, Senegal, Niger and Burkina Faso, incorporating
the methodology into the investigation of women’s rights and gender
equality, access to land, management of resources and migration.
Oral testimony is a unique feature of Panos work worldwide. Through
PIWA’s training, radio and press journalists at all levels will now seek
out citizens’ voices with as much energy as interviews with local and
national officials, knowing that their work will be enriched as a result.

20
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Radio listening clubs add value to reporting
Radio listening clubs bring together grassroots community
organisations and radio stations in identifying important local themes.
The radio station produces material on these themes which is debated
by the radio club. It records its discussion and members’ views are
broadcast far and wide, highlighting common concerns and challenging
local officials in the process.
We trained radio presenters in how to promote audience interaction
with their shows through debates with radio listening clubs.
In Mali, a total of 98 people were trained in the citizen radio
approach: eight radio producers and 90 representatives of civil society
organisations. Eighty-six programmes were broadcast between
December 2010 and October 2011 covering themes such as access to
agricultural inputs, water, infrastructure and small equipment for
rural agriculture, markets for crops and sanitation.
Radio listening clubs were part of the campaign in the Matam region
of Senegal around local budget management, access to land and
fisheries resources and the impact of phosphate mining – issues covered
earlier in this report.
Twenty-four representatives from civil society organisations and
12 journalists received training on the radio listening clubs approach
in Senegal; 52 radio programmes were broadcast as a result.
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What we achieved Capacity building and training members of the media and civil society

Greater digital mastery
Digital technology will allow radio stations in West Africa to share
their work internationally and raise the profile of the region, so skilling
up staff is a key priority.
Our workshops aimed:
To improve the sound quality of radio broadcasts
zz
Train journalists in how to process and compress files to create online
zz
radio programmes
Train participants in how to break down and transcribe parts of
zz
a programme
Train participants to write their own scripts, translating local languages
zz
into French and English, thereby increasing the potential audience
for the material and allowing journalists to add items from other radio
stations into their own productions.
Pan-African radio platform: connecting radio stations with each
other and their audiences
We set up the Pan-African radio platform in Senegal, Ghana, Uganda
and Zambia in partnership with Panos Southern Africa and Panos Eastern
Africa. Its aim is to support community radio stations to work with each
other and with larger radio stations to share information.
Twelve radios stations are participating from Ghana, six in Senegal, eight
in Zambia and eight in Uganda. The project will encourage radio partners
to improve and exchange content using traditional or new media, and
to use more audience views in their shows.
Initial training covered an overview of development issues relevant to
audiences; different radio programme formats and techniques – magazine
shows, oral testimony, research, radio listening clubs, for example – digital
editing techniques and how to disseminate and exchange information
on air and online.
The challenge in 2012 is to be more systematic in arranging exchanges
between journalists and to overcome the constraint of language,
a particular issue for this multi-country project with many local languages.
To see the platform, go to: http://panos-multimedia.org/
panafricanradioplatform/
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Supporting civil society organisations to raise their profile through
the media
‘This internship helped me not
only to familiarise with media and
have a better understanding of
media formats, but also to understand
the journalist work and the need
to collaborate with media.’
Ms Haïdara Diahara Maiga
Secretary for External Relations, CAFO
(Confederation of Women‘s Association, Mali)

Equipping civil society organisations with the communication skills to
raise the profile of their cause or concerns will have a long lasting impact
on their ability to participate in public debates and challenge figures
in authority. They are the missing link in the triangle of media and policy
and citizens. It was a 2011 priority, therefore, to build their capacity
to use radio listening clubs to organise structured debates and engage
with the media.
We held communications skills workshops for media in which
participants learnt how to write press releases, draft media plans and
organise press conferences. They then had the opportunity to undertake
an internship with a press organisation to practise their new-found skills
and get a deeper understanding of how the media works.

Building the media skills
of civil society organisations
Nine workshops in total:
zz
seven in Mali, two in Senegal
Two workshops on building
zz
communications skills
Two on interacting with the media
zz
through citizens’ radio clubs
Five on setting up radio clubs and
zz
organising structured debates
Number of people trained: 60
zz
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Monitoring and evaluation
Better at measuring our impact
Special mention must go to our focus in 2011 on improving
monitoring and evaluation. There’s no doubt that we are better
at managing consultants, delivering work and more efficient at
evaluating our activities.
This has led to an increase in performance standards across the staff
team and across our thematic programmes. We chose our external
consultants more carefully and as a result, the relationship between
costs and time invested improved.
We recorded qualitative results more systematically thanks to the
development of monitoring tools and evaluation procedures that
undoubtedly contributed to the success we experienced.
Designing specific PIWA tools for internal assessment
In total, in 2011, 68 generic tools were developed, 3430 forms and
questionnaires processed and 86% of activities evaluated.
M&E officer led the way on adopting a methodological approach which:
Involved project stakeholders in self-assessment of their activities
zz
Entailed close collaboration between the M&E officer and the PIWA
zz
programme managers in the design and validation of tools
Resulted in tools that were easy to administer and operate by
zz
different audiences.
This close collaboration with
programme staff has led to
a satisfactory level of ownership and
use of the M&E tools by staff and
a general view that they are valuable.
The challenge for 2012 is to achieve
the same level of ownership by
project partners and beneficiaries.
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			Key challenges for 2012
2011 was a successful year in terms of outputs and how we combined
methodologies and themes. We broke new ground (for us at least)
through our use of social media to disseminate our work and involved
a greater part of the mainstream media in our activities.

Project sustainability
We still have not found ways to make all our projects sustainable
beyond the project period, despite a greater number of journalists
than ever before being more seriously committed to working
with communities and grassroots organisations, and local radio stations
having better technical capability. We are seeing an increase in social
media as a channel for communication.

Motivated to be involved
We cannot assume that all civil society groups are motivated to
challenge authority and be part of decision-making when, as
we regularly find, they seem used to accepting top down solutions.
If these groups are additionally facing financial constraints, then PIWA
will have to work harder at getting them involved in our programmes.

Voluntary collaboration
between media
While not a new challenge, it is clear from our work over the past year
that it remains difficult to persuade media to collaborate on a voluntary
basis to share content and ideas. While we enjoy tremendous good will
from many stakeholders, this does not achieve the systematic response
we and our donors would like.

Communication
Our achievements could have even greater impact if our
communications work was more strategic. The challenge for 2012:
To update our website in French and English
zz
Deploy social media to even better effect and
zz
Integrate communications activities to reinforce our messages
zz
and profile.
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Staffing and recruitment
There is no doubt that recruitment was a challenge in 2011: six posts to
fill and ultimately only one successful recruitment of a consultant to lead
the Pan African media platform. The resulting gaps in staff meant that
we lowered the priority of our planned focus on internal reorganisation.
A teambuilding initiative yielded much more positive results, however.
Regular meetings provided opportunities to share information, spot
chances for cooperation between staff and in turn, built morale.
Staff contributed their views to five corporate projects:
A review of PIWA activities during the 2011 World Social Forum
zz
A broader mid-term review of activities
zz
An evaluation of meetings of the board of directors and the
zz
general assembly
The PIWA procedures manual
zz
A presentation on trends in PIWA interventions.
zz
Staff also played an essential role in planning and fundraising activities
for 2012.
The benefit of greater interaction between project leaders and
coordinators was notable, with colleagues learning from the
work of others and being inspired to apply the lessons in their own
work. A growing team spirit was evident not only among programme
staff, but among administrative staff who became involved in
looking out for funding and programme opportunities.
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Funding
2011 was a tough year for winning new funds, despite all efforts.
The unsuccessful recruitment of an institutional development officer
hampered our efforts to gain funding for the three-year strategic
plan and funding for projects currently lacking resource.
We planned to pilot a strategy for finding alternative sources of funding
in order to diversify our sources of income but without a dedicated
member of staff to lead this initiative, that, too, did not come to fruition.
Likewise our objective to hold roundtable meetings with donors in Mali
and Ghana was not achieved.
In 2011 we put together eight funding proposals, four of which were
rejected. We were successful with one bid to USAID for strengthening
the role of women working for peace in Casamance, through local
radio, worth CFA 8,689,100 (€15,326). At the end of the year, we were
waiting to hear about three more proposals worth CFA 1,214,845,005
(€1,852,665).

Figure 6
Budget distribution
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Communication
We achieved a high profile, with over 70 productions covering
PIWA activities, despite an unsuccessful recruitment drive for
a communications officer. We produced top quality promotional
materials to back up the PIWA presence at several key events.
We launched our landmark report ‘The African Charter on Broadcasting:
a review of its impact in West Africa’ at a press conference in Mali and
in Niger, and achieved national press coverage in Senegal when we
donated broadcast equipment to radio stations to support their work
around public resource management.
PIWA promotional
publications in 2011
We developed, produced and
disseminated:
A public activity report for 2010
zz
Information leaflets for three PIWA
zz
projects: the Pan-African radio
platform, Strengthening the role
of the media for more transparency
and public control of public
resources management, and the
Without papers, without clichés,
free voices project

PIWA’s work achieved regional coverage: the workshop in Mali for
editors and journalists on the image and role of women in the media
was covered not only in Mali on TV and radio but news of the event
was also broadcast on the pan African channel, Africa 24, in August and
September 2011.
The standout moment, however, has to be the visit of the then president
of Mali, Amadou Toumani Touré, with the minister for communications,
to the PIWA stand at the Waves of freedom festival in Mali in November
2011. Flanked by the national press, they took our materials and handed
them out later at numerous events around the country.
Internally, we began the process of developing an intranet and
formalising knowledge management tools, and all the team felt the
benefit of our regular staff meetings.

An information leaflet reviewing
zz
the main outcomes of Mass media
and communication with CSOs
in Mali, and looking back on the
work of PIWA in Mali
A poster on PIWA’s work in Mali
zz
Promotional postcards for Flamme
zz
d’Afrique at the 2011 World
Social Forum and at the climate
change conference in Durban.

His excellency Amadou Toumani Touré, former President of Mali,
meets local governance project officer, Khadidia Ba.
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International Trade Liberalisation of ICT Services

The Panos Institute West Africa

International Trade
Liberalisation of ICT Services
Challenges for the private sector and implications for
the implementation of public policies in West Africa

Our publications in 2011

Partnerships

The African Charter on Broadcasting:
A review of its impact in West Africa

We value our strategic partnerships that enable us to:

International Trade Liberalisation of ICT
Services. Challenge for the private
sector and implications for the
implementation of public policies in
West Africa
Challenges and perspectives of digital
migration for African media

Increase the diversity and amount of content production, and to
zz
broaden communication networks
Make up for any shortfalls in knowledge or expertise and improve
zz
the quality of our work
Widen our sphere of influence and incorporate new methods
zz
Make our production teams stronger.
zz
We also benefit from operational partnerships that provide logistical
support; in return we build the institutional capacity and advocacy
skills of each partner. In 2011 we teamed up with several
organisations including:
La Maison de la Presse in Mali
zz
The Association of African Communication Professionals (APAC)
zz
in Burkina Faso and Niger
Ghana Community Radio Network (GCRN) and the Daily Graphic
zz
The Institute for Media and Society (IMS) in Nigeria
zz
rDNA in South Africa
zz

Diana Senghor, General Director of PIWA,
president of the jury of the UNESCO/Guillermo
Cano World Press Freedom Prize

Panos Institute West Africa

CESTI in Senegal.
zz
These, and other partnerships, are the reason we can work so
successfully in the West Africa region.
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Governance

The staff in 2011

Our aim was to increase the number of women on the PIWA board
and so we were delighted to welcome Audrey Gadzekpo
of Legon University in Ghana as a new board member.

Diana Senghor
General Director

We also wanted to improve communications with the PIWA office
and achieving this objective was given a boost by setting up an
executive committee of three board members to facilitate more
regular communication.
Our board of directors at the
end of 2011
Taoufik Ben Abdallah
(President of Board of directors )
Pierre Dandjinou
(President)
Regional Advisor e-Governance,
UNDP-SURF

Our main consultants
Ibrahima Sané
Journalist / Trainer
Tidiane Kassé
Facilitator / Peer journalist
Cheikhna Diarra
Facilitator / Peer journalist (Mali)

Pauline Bend
Programmes Director
Abdoulaye Ndiaye
Administrative and
Financial Director
Mariama Soumaré
Director’s Assistant
Habib Cissé
Accountant
Libasse Hane
Governance Project Officer
(Senegal)
Khadidia Ba
Governance Project Officer
(Mali)

Gaston Zongo
(Honorary President)
International Consultant and
ICT Specialist

Hyppolite Dossou-Yovo
Radio Assistant

Alfred Opubor
(Vice-President)
Director of West Africa Newsmedia
and Development Centre

Ebrimah Sillah
Panafrican Radio Platform
Project Coordinator
Cheihkhal Khadim Mboup
Migration Project Officer

Audrey Gadzekpo
Legon University
Ghana

Emmanuel Salliot
Monitoring & Evaluation Officer

Mamadou Diouf
Director
Institute of African Studies
Columbia University
USA

Djidé Fall
Operational Follow-up Officer
Amadou Sall
Logistics Assistant

Bernadette Cole
Head of Mass Communication
Fourah Bay College
University of Sierra Leone

Soucka Ndock
Messenger and Cleaning Operative
Dibor Diouf
Watchman
Sanoussi Bah
Watchman
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